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Introduction
Welcome to this month’s issue of the electronic newsletter of the Royal United
Services Institute of NSW (RUSI NSW), the aim of which is to provide members,
stakeholders, and other interested parties up to date news of our latest activities
and events as well as selective information on defence issues.
Major General J. S.
CB, Founder
There is no charge to receive this newsletter electronically and recipients are not Richardson
of RUSI NSW
required to be a member of the RUSI of NSW. Invite your colleagues to receive
this newsletter by going to the newsletter page on the RUSI NSW website
http://www.rusinsw.org.au/Newsletter where they can register their email contact details.

Latest News
Launch of the 2016 Defence White Paper by the Prime Minister and Minister
for Defence
The Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull, and the Minister for Defence, Marise Payne,
launched the 2016 Defence White Paper on the 25 February 2016 at the Australian Defence
Force Academy, ACT. The Press Release accompanying the launch advised that for the first
time, the White Paper fully aligns
strategy, capability and resources to
make the Australian Defence Force
(ADF) more capable, agile and potent
and that it was a comprehensive and
responsible long-term plan to ensure
Australia’s national security. It is the
culmination of detailed analysis of
Australia’s strategic environment,
defence priorities and objectives, and
the capabilities required to achieve
these outcomes – it increases Defence
spending by $29.9 billion over the Minister for Defence speaking at the launch of the 2016 Defence White
next decade.
Furthermore, the Paper at ADFA in Canberra
defence strategy and capability plans
have been independently costed to ensure they are achievable and affordable.
The Press Release further commented that the Government has set a new benchmark for
transparency and funding certainty by releasing an Integrated Investment Program and
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Defence Industry Policy Statement.
The fully costed, ten-year Integrated
Investment Program brings together
all capability-related investment
including new weapons, platforms,
infrastructure and science and
technology. The Defence Industry
Policy Statement will transform
Defence’s relationship with industry.
The Government will invest $1.6
billion over 10 years in programs to
build
industry
skills,
drive
competitiveness and export potential while harnessing Australian innovation and expertise.
These investments in Australian industry and technologies will generate benefits beyond the
Australian defence industrial base which will flow into the rest of the economy, delivering
jobs and encouraging innovation for regional businesses and communities across Australia.
The implementation of the First Principles Review of Defence and the organisation’s ongoing
commitment to cultural reform will be critical to realising the White Paper goals. The White
Paper recognises Australia’s security and prosperity is directly tied to the stability of our
region and to the maintenance of a stable, rules-based global order. In the period to 2035,
Australia will have greater opportunities for prosperity and development but it will also face
greater uncertainty. We need to be prepared. The White Paper positions Defence to
respond to a broader range of security threats to Australians at home and abroad.
The Government will invest in new capability across the ADF including:







A continuous naval shipbuilding program commencing with nine future frigates and
12 offshore patrol vessels.
12 new regionally-superior submarines, with the commitment to maximise Australian
industry involvement in acquisition and sustainment, to be finalised through the
Competitive Evaluation Process.
Enhanced intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance, space, electronic warfare
and cyber capabilities.
Advanced training, modern equipment, health care and logistics systems to support
ADF personnel.
Comprehensive upgrades to Defence infrastructure across Australia to support our
larger future force, including key bases, training and testing ranges and fuel and
explosive ordnance facilities.
Modernised information management, operational communications, and command
and control systems.

The 2016 Defence White Paper, Integrated Investment Program and Defence Industry Policy
Statement are available at www.defence.gov.au/whitepaper.
Included in the launch was an address by the Minister for Defence which can be accessed
here
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Joint Statement by the Minister for Defence and Minister for Immigration and
Border Protection – Strengthening our maritime capability into the future
On the 26 February 2016, following the launch of the Defence White Paper the previous day,
the Minister for Defence, Marise Payne, and the Minister for Immigration and Border
Protection, Peter Dutton, issued a joint press release “Strengthening our maritime capability
into the future”. At the launch of the Defence Paper, the Minister for Defence confirmed
that safeguarding and maintaining the sovereignty of our maritime borders into the future is
more important than ever. She said “The protection of our maritime borders is a shared
responsibility and this White Paper outlines how enhancing Defence’s capability into the
future will contribute to Government-wide efforts to ensure the security of our borders for
decades to come,”.
The Minister for Immigration and Border Protection, Peter
Dutton, welcomed the release of the Defence White Paper
which sets out Defence’s contribution to continued maritime
security beyond 2020. “The significant capabilities outlined in
the White Paper will further strengthen Australia’s border
security and maritime resource protection,” Minister Dutton
said. New P-8A Poseidon aircraft and the medium altitude
unmanned aerial systems will expand our maritime visibility
more than ever before. “A new fleet of bigger modern vessels
will let us operate at greater distances and for longer,” Senator
Payne said. “Defence will also continue its commitment of two
large vessels in support of our border protection operations.”
Image: Department of Immigration
and Border Protection, CC BY 3.0 au
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=43636023

Minister Dutton said the Australian Government remained
resolute in its commitment to protecting Australia’s maritime
borders and tackling maritime threats such as people
smuggling. “Through the successful implementation of Operation Sovereign Borders, we
have broken the people smuggling networks, saved lives at sea and demonstrated our ability
to counteract maritime threats, especially those posed by criminal syndicates,” Minister
Dutton said.
The Australian Defence Force, in partnership with the Australian Border Force (ABF), operate
the largest and most capable maritime surveillance and response fleet in Australia’s history.
This includes the new Cape Class fleet of patrol boats – which provide superior range, speed,
endurance, passenger carrying capacity, and state-of-the-art communications – the trusted
Bay Class vessels and additional large vessels, together with an extensive range of aerial
surveillance assets. “Whilst our maritime capability is the strongest it has ever been,
Defence, together with the ABF, will ensure it remains capable of protecting our borders into
the future,” Minister Dutton said. “We look forward to working together to ensure the
integrity of Australia’s maritime borders is maintained into the future.”
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Australian support to Fiji expands following Cyclone Winston
On 27 February the Australian
Government
announced
that
HMAS Canberra was to be sent to
Fiji as part of Australia’s ongoing
support to Fiji in the wake of
Tropical Cyclone Winston. This will
be the first deployment of HMAS
Canberra in support of a
Humanitarian and Disaster Relief
Operation (HADR) overseas. HMAS
Canberra, with approximately 880 PM of Fiji, Frank Bainimarama rides on an Australian Army Taipan MRH-90
personnel,
will
boost
the helicopter during his visit to HMAS Canberra as apart of Operation Fiji Assist
substantial Australian aid effort in
Fiji, which is already providing humanitarian relief to over 40,000 people. HMAS Canberra is
carrying Army engineering assets, three MRH-90 helicopters and approximately 60 tonnes of
emergency relief supplies including water purification equipment and medical supplies. This
capability will assist Fijian authorities to clear debris, restore power, purify water and
conduct engineering assessments. Since Australia’s relief efforts began, eight RAAF C-17A
Globemaster and C-130J Hercules sorties to Fiji have delivered personnel, equipment and
approximately 84 tonnes of humanitarian aid and equipment. RAAF AP-3C Orion surveillance
aircraft also remain deployed to Fiji to conduct aerial assessments.
To support the civilian-led assistance, a Joint Task Force of Australia’s Navy, Army and Air
Force has been formed to coordinate the strategic sea and airlift of humanitarian supplies.
Around 100 Defence personnel have already been deployed to Fiji as part of Operation FIJI
ASSIST 2016. With the arrival of HMAS Canberra’s there will be approximately 1,000 ADF
personnel deployed.

Royal Australian Navy commemorates milestone
On 1 March Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Tim Barrett, has led commemorations across the
globe to mark the Royal Australian Navy’s 115th birthday. Vice Admiral Barrett reflected on
the nation’s maritime tradition and spoke of significant changes ahead at a service at the
Royal Australian Navy Memorial in Canberra.
Legislation establishing the Royal
Commonwealth Naval Force was passed eight weeks after Federation on 1 January 1901
which marked the first Commonwealth nation to create its own navy.
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Vice Admiral Barrett said the modern Navy maintains a proud tradition of service and is
among one of the most capable in the world. “On any given day, more than 700 Navy
personnel are assigned to operations in Australian and international waters alongside those
others who continue training to fight and win at sea,” Vice Admiral Barrett said. “Today is a
day for our personnel and the nation to look back on
our proud history, remember those lost and wounded
in service of their nation and cast our eyes forward to a
bright future, with the most comprehensive
regeneration of our Navy since WWII as part of the
2016 Defence White Paper. “Our new capabilities,
talented personnel and committed public service staff
are the critical bits and pieces that come together each
day to safeguard the peace of our maritime nation.”

The Royal Australian Navy celebrated its 115th
birthday at Russell Offices with the Chief of
Navy, Admiral TimBarrett, cutting the cake
with Able Seaman Musician Maria Smith

The Royal title was bestowed on the Australian Navy
1911 and has continued to prove its ability to defend
Australia and its interests, contribute to maritime
security in the region, and maintain a commitment to
fight and win at sea. Today, the Navy has a ship
deployed to maritime security operations in the Middle
East region, vessels assigned to border operations in
Australian waters while concurrently introducing a
number of new capabilities as part of significant
modernisation program.

Institute News
Executive and Council Meetings. An Executive Committee Meeting and a
Council Meeting were held on was held on 27 January and Executive and
Council Meetings were held on Monday 29th February.

Upcoming RUSI NSW Events
Tuesday 29th March 2016 Admiral Chris Barrie AC RAN (Ret’d)
Climate Institute - Subject: "Climate change and its implications
for the Australian Defence Force." This is open to any interested
person. To be held at Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts, Level 1
280 Pitt Street, Sydney. Attendance fees are: Members $10.00;
Non-members $15.00. Pre-event registration is unnecessary.
Tea/coffee is available before the lecture at no cost. A sandwich
lunch is also available from 12 noon (cost: $8.00), but it must be
ordered through the office (9393 2325) by 2 pm on the day
before the lecture.
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Tuesday 26 April 2016
Professor Clive Williams, Macquarie
University – Subject: “An update on the war in Syria and the Syrian
refugee crisis”. This is open to any interested person. To be held at
Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts, Level 1 280 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Attendance fees are: Members $10.00; Non-members $15.00. Preevent registration is unnecessary. Tea/coffee is available before the
lecture at no cost. A sandwich lunch is also available from 12 noon
(cost: $8.00), but it must be ordered through the office (9393 2325)
by 2 pm on the day before the lecture.
Image source: John Hutcheson

Tuesday 31 May 2016 The 2016 Seminar on Military Strategy will examine
"The Strategic Significance of Cyber and Space"
at Parliament House, Macquarie Street, Sydney - 1300 – 1800 hours.
The 2016 Defence White Paper gave increased
emphasis to Cyber and Space, which have joined Sea,
Land, and Air as major domains of warfare in the 21 st
century. In this seminar, we seek to promote informed
understanding in the broader community of the nature
and strategic significance of Cyber and Space; and
contribute to the continuing professional education of
defence and national security professionals.

Image source: UK Defence Images 45156131
under the Open Government Licence v3.0

An expert panel led by Mr Stephen Meekin, AM, Deputy
Secretary (Intelligence & Security) Department of Defence will explain the significance of
these two domains via a series of presentations on different aspects of the topic and then
will debate key issues to emerge during the presentations.
The expert panel will consist of Mr Stephen Meekin AM, Mr Clive Lines, Air Commodore
Stephen Osborne CSC, Professor Jill Slay AM, Brigadier Marcus Thompson AM, and Air
Vice-Marshal Andrew Dowse AM. His Excellency, General The Honourable David Hurley,
AC, DSC (Ret’d), Governor of New South Wales and Patron of the Royal United Services
Institute of New South Wales has been invited to open the seminar.
Registration is open and Attendance Fees are RUSIA members $40.00; non-members $60.00;
non-member concession (students; ADF members) $46. Pre-event registration is essential;
for inquiries, contact Mrs Theodora Fox on 02 9393 2325 to book and pay by 20 May 2016.
To access registration form click here. Payment by Paypal option click here
Tuesday 28 June 2016 MAJGEN P.W. "Gus" Gilmore, AO, DSC,
Commander, Forces Command – Subject “Raising and training an
army in the 21st century. This is open to any interested person. To be
held at Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts, Level 1 280 Pitt Street,
Sydney. Attendance fees are: Members $10.00; Non-members
$15.00. Pre-event registration is unnecessary. Tea/coffee is available
before the lecture at no cost. A sandwich lunch is also available from
12 noon (cost: $8.00), but it must be ordered through the office
(9393 2325) by 2 pm on the day before the lecture.
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Tuesday 26 July 2016
A presentation will be held at Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts,
Level 1 280 Pitt Street, Sydney – the speaker and topic will be advised.
Friday 19 August 2016 128th Anniversary Dinner will be held in the Grand Dining Room
of the Masonic Club 169-171 Castlereagh Street Sydney at 7 for 7.30 pm. Registration
details will be advised.
Tuesday 30 August 2016 Major General Stephen Porter, AM, – Subject: “The ADF Reserve
Contribution to Australia’s defence” This is open to any interested person. To be held at
Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts, Level 1 280 Pitt Street, Sydney. Attendance fees are:
Members $10.00; Non-members $15.00. Pre-event registration is unnecessary. Tea/coffee is
available before the lecture at no cost. A sandwich lunch is also available from 12 noon
(cost: $8.00), but it must be ordered through the office (9393 2325) by 2 pm on the day
before the lecture.
Tuesday 27 September 2016 Military History Seminar “The 1916 Somme and Sinai
Campaigns Centenary Seminar – speakers and registration details to be advised.

Recent Past Events of the Institute
Tuesday 23 February 2016 Tom Switzer Research Associate, United States Studies Centre
University of Sydney and Editor of American Review spoke “Future Challenges for Australia’s
alliance with the United States.

Clockwise from top left:
Tom Switzer Research Associate, United
States Studies Centre University of Sydney and
Editor of American Review spoke “Future
Challenges for Australia’s alliance with the
United States.
RUSI NSW President Brigadier David Leece
asking a question from the floor.
Councillor Michael Hough presenting Peter
Switzer with Honorary RUSI Membership and
tie.
Image Source: John Hutcheson
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Upcoming Events by other Organisations
Friday 1 July 2016 The University of New South Wales Association Mid-Year Lunch in the
ISC Room at the Royal Automobile Club at 89 Macquarie Street (12.30pm for 1pm).
Members' partners and friends are also most welcome to attend, and the cost will be
$110.00 per person, with payment on the day by cheque or by cash. RSVP by Friday 24th
June 2016 to the Secretary, Peter Godfrey, at afbanc1@bigpond.net.au or phone him on
0438 555 303.
Saturday 16 April 2016 A One-Day Conference “Kokoda and Beyond Papua and New Guinea
1942-1945” convened by the Military History and Heritage Victoria Inc, will be held at the
Pompey Elliott Memorial Hall, 403 Camberwell Road, Melbourne. This one day conference
will examine this critical period of Australia’s military history and will include fresh analysis
and insights from a highly informed and relevant range of historians and veterans. Entry fee
$50 for MHHV members and concession, $75 for general admission. Register at
http://www.mhhv.org.au/?page_id=673&event_id=1019
31 May – 2 June 2016 CIVSEC 2016, a program of conferences, seminars and symposia will
be held in Melbourne. The program will address a wide range of civil security and civil
defence topics presented by government and non-government organisations, strategic think
tanks, research bodies and academic institutions.
For further information please email
expo@amda.com.au and further information will be available shortly at the CIVSEC website
www.civsec.com.au

General Defence News
HMAS Melbourne returns from Middle East
After five successful narcotic seizures in the Middle East and 203 days away from home,
Royal Australian Navy frigate, HMAS Melbourne was welcomed back to her homeport of
Sydney on 28 February. Around one thousand family and friends joined the Minister for
Defence, Senator the Hon Marise Payne, and Commander Australian Fleet, Rear Admiral
Stuart Mayer, CSC and Bar, RAN, to welcome the ship’s company home from duties as part
of Operation MANITOU. Minister Payne said the 223 men and women on board have made
their families and Australia proud. “Melbourne made a significant dent in the profits of
smugglers running drugs for terrorists,” Minister Payne said. “The frigate seized 977 kg of
heroin valued at approximately $390 million. Removing these drugs from circulation curtails
funding to terrorists.”
Commanding Officer Melbourne, Commander Bill Waters, RAN, said his crew did a fantastic
job under difficult circumstances. “From the boarding teams scouring suspect vessels, to
the aircrew being our eyes in the sky, right through to the cooks, who served over 100,000
meals, every member of the crew showcased what they can do and worked very hard for our
successes,” Commander Waters said. “We patrolled vast tracts of ocean, with operations
encompassing the Indian Ocean and Arabian Gulf. It was a huge job but we were well
supported by our task group commander, the coalition ships, the support agencies back here
in Australia and forward deployed in the Middle East.”
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Melbourne was operating within Combined Task Force 150, which is one of three major task
forces operated by the Combined Maritime Force, a 30-nation coalition based in Bahrain.
One of several task groups assigned to the combined forces, Combined Task Force 150
undertakes maritime security patrols in the region to counter maritime related terrorism and
to intercept the trafficking of drugs and illicit cargoes that help fund international terrorist
activities. This was the Australian guided missile frigate’s eighth deployment to the Middle
East region and the 61st rotation of a Royal Australian Navy vessel in the region since the
first Gulf War in 1991. Sister ship, HMAS Darwin, took over from Melbourne, continuing
Australia’s commitment and provision of capability to enforce the security of the region.
Task Group Taji celebrates another
graduation
The next generation of junior leaders
graduated from the Iraqi Army’s NonCommissioned Officers’ Academy at Taji
Military Complex, Iraq in February.
The
Iraqi Minister of Defence Mr Khalid Al
Obaidi, Iraqi Army Deputy Chief of Staff for
Training Lieutenant General Salahedeen
Mustafa Kamal attended the graduation
parade along with Commanding General
Combined Joint Forces Land Component
Command Major General Richard Clarke.
Around 235 Iraqi Army soldiers marched Iraqi Army soldiers from the graduating class of the NonOfficers' Academy Junior Leaders Course pass the
out of the third Junior Leader’s Course (JLC) Commissioned
NCO Academy's flag to the next training course during their
supported by Task Group Taji.
The graduation ceremony at Taji Military Complex, Iraq.
graduation takes the total number of
soldiers trained by Task Group Taji, the combined Australian and New Zealand Task Group,
to around 4220 since it commenced last April.
Task Group Taji is training Iraqi Army soldiers as part of the broader international Building
Partner Capacity mission. Mr Obaidi thanked the Australian and New Zealand trainers who
instructed on the course. “We appreciate and are so thankful to the Australian and New
Zealand instructors who made a special effort to train those warriors,” he said. Mr Obaidi
said the soldiers graduating from the JLC were well prepared to fight Daesh. “You jundis
who have completed this training are now ready to take the first step to liberate Mosul and
defeat Daesh. In doing this, history will mention your names.”
Commander Task Group Taji Colonel Gavin Keating said the training provided by Task Group
Taji would lead to the long term development of the Iraqi Army. “This training is significant
for the Iraqi Army because this is all about developing their junior leaders and junior noncommissioned officers,” he said. “That’s critical for the long term institutional development
of their Army.” COL Keating said he was proud of the efforts by the Australian and New
Zealand trainers who supported the course. “The Task Group trainers have done an
excellent job in imparting a lot of basic skills to the students,” he said. “We’ve certainly seen
a rise in the capability and confidence in those skills and I’m sure that when they go back to
their units it will set them up well. “I’ve been very impressed with the New Zealand and
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Australian trainers that have been involved with this course. “They’ve been very positive,
they’ve been very professional in their approach to the students and they’ve developed
excellent rapport with the students. They have been great ambassadors for our respective
nations.”
Antarctic flights prove a huge success
The Royal Australian Air Force has successfully
flown the final flight into East Antarctica in
February in a series of proof of concept flights
by the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) in
support of the Australian Antarctic Division
(AAD). Since November 2015 the C-17A
Globemaster III has touched down in
Antarctica at Wilkins Aerodrome five times,
delivering heavy lift cargo in support of the
Australian Antarctic programme.
A Hägglunds snow vehicle is driven off a C-17A Globemaster
at Wilkins Aerodrome.

Director General Air Operations, Air
Commodore Joe Iervasi, said the flights have
been a huge success. “I am proud of the crews that have been involved in this collaboration
with the Australian Antarctic Division,” Air Commodore Iervasi said. “Royal Australian Air
Force successfully moved over 109 tonnes of machinery and cargo both in and out of
Antarctica, conducted an air drop of four heliboxes from 500 feet and simulated an
emergency aeromedical evacuation. “The opportunity to test the C-17A in these conditions
has proven to be an invaluable experience for the Royal Australian Air Force to enhance the
capability of this aircraft and Australia’s logistical and scientific capabilities in Antarctica.”
Australian Antarctic Division Director, Dr Nick Gales, said the five proof of concept flights
have demonstrated their ability to improve the logistic and scientific capability of Australia’s
Antarctic programme. “The collaboration between the Australian Antarctic Division and the
Royal Australian Air Force has showcased and further developed the specialist skills of both
organisations, with tangible benefits to Australia’s Antarctic programme. ”We were able to
deliver a range of critical equipment to and from Antarctica on the C-17A, including a 23
tonne tractor flown from Wilkins to Hobart for repairs with a turnaround of just over two
months, compared to two years via ship. Another piece of machinery was taken south just
four weeks after it returned to Australia for repairs on the Aurora Australis. “That the flights
to and from Wilkins Aerodrome flew return from Hobart Airport further demonstrates
Tasmania’s status as a leading gateway to Antarctica.” Results from the series of flights will
now be considered by the AAD and the Australian Defence Force. Currently there are no
future commitments by either AAD or RAAF to undertake future flights.
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Defence Exercises
Exercise Red Flag 2016 wrap up
Exercise Red Flag 16-1 wrapped up with
the conclusion of the last flight on Friday
12 February at Nellis Air Force Base near
Las Vegas in Nevada. Exercise Red Flag is
a large force employment air combat
exercise that provides a complex and
highly advanced threat environment in
which to practice high end coalition warfighting skills. Over 130 aircraft and 3000 A Royal Australian Air Force No 2 Squadron A30 E-7A Wedgetail
Nellis Air Force Base on a training mission during Exercise
aircrew, Air Battle Managers, Intelligence departs
Red Flag 16-1.
and support staff from the US, UK and
Australia worked together to overcome a determined adversary in a challenging tactical
scenario during the three week exercise.
Group Captain Phil Gordon led the Australian contingent as well as being the Vice
Commander of the Coalition Air Expeditionary Wing for Red Flag 16-1. “Exercise Red Flag
provides the most realistic replication of airborne and surface to air threats enabling highly
effective training and validation of our tactics,” Group Captain Gordon said. “Short of actual
combat, this is the ultimate test of coalition interoperability.”
The Australian Task Group consisted of F/A-18F Super Hornets from Number 1 Squadron,
F/A-18A Hornets from Number 75 Squadron, an E-7A Wedgetail Airborne Early Warning and
Control aircraft from Number 2 Squadron, an AP-3C Orion from Number 10 Squadron, Air
Battle Managers from Number 41 Wing and a host of specialist personnel including
intelligence, space and cyber experts embedded in the Combined Air Operations Centre.
The exercise scenario covered a variety of missions including defending against enemy air
attacks, dynamic targeting against fleeting ground targets and traditional offensive strike
roles. “The ground players and systems on the range really exercised our intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance and Command and Control assets to build a picture of the
battle space, and enabled us to communicate the threats and strike targets,” Group Captain
Gordon said. “The exercise was a great success and we took away some excellent lessons.”
This was the first international exercise that saw the Classic Hornets and Super Hornets
working together in integrated operations. “We combined the strengths of both aircraft to
deliver an optimum outcome,” Group Captain Gordon said.
Red Flag directly complements Plan Jericho by allowing Air Force to understand how to
better integrate advanced capabilities into our force structure. “There were assets playing
in this exercise that we either don’t have in Australia, or that we are soon to introduce,”
Group Captain Gordon said. “We were flying alongside the F-22A Raptor which gives us
valuable fifth generation integration experience as we prepare to introduce the F-35A
Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter”. The EA-18G Growler Airborne Electronic Attack aircraft
also participated in the exercise. “It was pleasing to see one of the key package leads for
the Growler was an Aussie Electronic Warfare Officer on exchange with the US Navy,” Group
Captain Gordon said. “This was an excellent opportunity to understand how to work with
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the Growlers effectively in what has been the largest and most successful Australian
contribution to Exercise Red Flag to date.”
The RAAF deployed about 400 people, 14 aircraft and tonnes of equipment half way around
the world using C-17A heavy airlift and KC-30A air-to-air refuelling aircraft. “Not many Air
Forces can project airpower over that distance so successfully,” Group Captain Gordon said.
“Our people performed admirably and earned the respect of the US and UK participants
while operating in a highly integrated and networked battlespace that will set us in good
stead for future operations.”

Defence Industry
Regional jobs boost through Defence White Paper investment
Minister for Regional Development Fiona Nash and Assistant
Minister for Defence Michael McCormack welcomed major
investments in regional Australia to be delivered under the
2016 Defence White Paper. “The Coalition Government will
increase Defence spending by $29.9 billion for a total
investment of $195 billion over the next decade,” Senator
Nash said in a Press Release on 2 March. “Much of this
investment will be in rural and regional Australia, where most
defence facilities are based. “This $195 billion investment
means more high paying, highly skilled jobs for rural and
regional Australia. It’s a huge vote of confidence in rural and regional Australia – and rural
and regional Australia has the skills and professionalism to deliver.
“This means
construction and development in rural and regional areas and jobs in building and
construction, information technology and logistics. “Regional businesses will also have the
chance to capitalise on this investment by tendering for the supply of goods and services to
Defence.
Assistant Minister for Defence Michael McCormack said the investment through the White
Paper in Defence industry capability, estate and infrastructure will create jobs and drive
investment right across regional Australia. “Up to $1 billion investment will benefit locations
such as RAAF Williamtown in New South Wales, RAAF Tindal in the Northern Territory,
Exmouth in Western Australia and the Jindalee Operational Radar Network facilities in
northern Australia,” Mr McCormack said. “A range of ADF operational bases will be
upgraded. Lavarack Barracks (Townsville) and Robertson Barracks (Darwin) will receive
around $50 million and $70 million respectively, and Larrakeyah Barracks (Darwin) and
Campbell Barracks (Perth) will each receive around $200 million.
“Blamey Barracks, Kapooka (New South Wales) will receive around $400 million, and Irwin
Barracks (Western Australia) approximately $100-200 million. In addition, Reserve and Cadet
sites across the country will be redeveloped, with collective investment of around $1-2
billion over the decade. “A number of ADF ranges and training areas, including Bradshaw
Field Training Area (Northern Territory), Cultana Training Area (South Australia), Yampi
Sound Training Area (Western Australia) and Puckapunyal Military Area (Victoria) will be
upgraded, collectively receiving in the order of $1-2 billion. Shoalwater Bay Training Area
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(Queensland) will also receive around $100-150 million in upgrades, as part of the
Government’s capability plans. “RAAF Darwin will also be upgraded, and around $400-500
million will be spent on recruitment training facilities at HMAS Cerberus (Crib Point,
Victoria), and around $400 million at RAAF Wagga. “Naval operations facilities in northern
Australia will receive up to $300 million and defence bases in Darwin and Cairns will be
upgraded to support the strengthening of Australia’s maritime capabilities, including
wharves and port facility enhancements worth up to $1 billion.
“Regional Australia will be a major beneficiary of this investment which will translate into
the creation of thousands of local jobs to assist in base redevelopment and upgrades as well
as wider economic benefits for local communities.”
Prime Minister, Minister for Defence, and Minister for Industry, Innovation and Science –
Joint media release for the Centre for Defence Industry Capability
On 8 March the Prime Minister,
the Hon Malcolm Turnbull MP,
Minister for Defence, Senator the
Hon Marise Payne, and Minister
for Industry, Innovation and
Science, the Hon Christopher Pyne
MP, announced the new Centre
for Defence Industry Capability
(CDIC) will be headquartered in
Adelaide. The headquarters will
both foster and drive innovation in the defence industry right across Australia and open up
export opportunities. A key initiative of the 2016 Defence White Paper, the CDIC will bring
together the private sector, Defence and AusIndustry to transform the relationship between
Defence and industry to help deliver the cutting-edge capability our armed forces require.
This is a 10-year, $230 million investment that will create more jobs and drive growth in
Adelaide and across the country.
www.business.gov.au/CDIC

The CDIC will work with small-to-medium enterprises across Australia to promote defence
industry competitiveness and guide the priorities across defence industry. The Centre will
also offer a range of advisory services including mentoring, defence market access, export
facilitation and global supply chain development.
The Government recognises that
Australia’s defence industry’s capacity for innovation will be vital to maintain a world-class
Defence Force. In addition to its Adelaide headquarters, the Centre will have a network of
advisors in key locations across Australia to engage directly with industry. South Australia is
at the forefront of the Government’s plan to renew Australia’s naval fleet, and create a
world-class, sustainable naval shipbuilding industry. An innovative and competitive
Australian defence industry is critical to support the delivery of major capability projects,
including the Future Frigates and Future Submarines. Innovation will drive greater growth
and more jobs. This is essential to creating a 21st Century economy for Australia.
The CDIC, along with the Defence Innovation Hub and the Next Generation Technologies
Fund announced in the Defence Industry Policy Statement will generate economic benefits,
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deliver jobs and encourage innovation across Australia. The CDIC and the Innovation Hub
will provide new ways for defence and industry to work together, and will ensure a closer
alignment between industry’s investment in future skills and Defence’s capability needs.
Led by an advisory board comprising senior members of industry and Defence, the CDIC will
commence operations in the second half of 2016 and receive $230 million in funding over
the next decade. To find out more about the CDIC visit www.business.gov.au/CDIC

$7.2m for new food processing technology in Tasmania
Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Marise
Payne, announced on 9 March the
Government will invest $7.2 million in an
innovative new food processing technology
which will be used to produce high-quality
combat rations.
Defence will establish a
Microwave Assisted Thermal Sterilisation
(MATS) research and development plant
within the Defence Food and Nutrition
Centre in Scottsdale along with a production
facility in Launceston. “The MATS process is
an innovative new food preparation method
(L-R) Dr Nick Beagley, Research Leader Land Human Systems,
Ross Coad, Acting Group Leader - Food & Nutrition, Senator
that uses state-of-the-art rapid sterilisation
the Hon Marise Payne, Minister for Defence, Andrew Nikolic,
techniques to create shelf-stable, ready-toMember for Bass, and Senator the Hon Richard Colbeck,
eat meals required by Defence personnel,”
Minister for Tourism and International Education and
Minister Assisting the Minister for Trade and Investment, at
Minister Payne said. “Microwave-sterilised
the DST Site in Scottsdale TAS.
meals have the potential to improve the
production and quality of readymade foods across both Defence rations and the wider
commercial market, both nationally and within the Asia-Pacific region.’’
The investment follows a feasibility study undertaken by the Defence Science and
Technology Group (DSTG) in cooperation with Australian industry and the Centre for Food
Innovation. The Centre for Food Innovation is a collaboration between DSTG, the University
of Tasmania and CSIRO.
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International
The following comments, along with many others, followed the launch of the Defence White
Paper - given our forthcoming Seminar on "The Strategic Significance of Cyber and Space"
they are of particular significance:


By the Royal Aeronauctical Society in London “Perhaps the most striking part of the
Australian Government plan is its emphasis on
ISTAR. The plan as stated is to acquire a further
batch of Boeing P-8 Poseidon together with an
envisaged purchase of five Gulfstream G550 aircraft from the early 2020s and that will be
modified for the electronic warfare mission together with the acquisition of seven
Northrop Grumman MQ-4C Triton unmanned air vehicles (these being intended to
operate alongside the P-8As). There is clearly a very large ISTAR (Intelligence Surveillance
Target Acquisition) combined with electronic intelligence (ELINT) and signals intelligence
(SIGINT) emphasis to be found in the defence white paper and this will be very much
welcomed by Australia’s regional and defence allies.” Source: Battlespace London –
25th February 2016 by Howard Wheeldon FRAeS


By Mike Yeo in the USNI News Weekly Update for 03/02/2016 “Australia has placed
significant emphasis on enhancing its maritime
capabilities in its long-delayed 2016 Defence White
Paper amidst an overall surge in the country’s
defense spending, while warning that China’s policies and actions will have a major
impact on the stability of the Indo-Pacific in the coming decades. Released on
Thursday, the White Paper was accompanied for the first time by a Defence
Integrated Investment Program (DIIP) that sets out the level of investment needed to
develop and sustain Australia’s defence capabilities over the next ten years
Unsurprisingly, ISR features prominently in the White Paper. In late 2015, Australia
acquired two Gulfstream 550s under a Foreign Military Sales Program for conversion
to provide an airborne Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance and Electronic
Warfare (ISREW) capability. The White Paper indicates Australia has an eventual
requirement for five such aircraft, to be acquired in two tranches and will be
operational from the early 2020s. These aircraft will enhance electronic warfare
support to naval, air and land forces for operations in electromagnetic environments
and interoperability with equivalent American systems is also a key requirement.
A key ally of the United States in the Indo-Pacific region with shared security interests
and boasts of a capable military, Australia is a lynchpin for security in the region.
Today’s Defence White Paper has been greeted with widespread approval among
stakeholders, and provides much-sought after clarity to Australia’s defense policy
after a few turbulent years brought about mainly by political instability and budget
constraints” Full article
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About the RUSI of NSW
Founded as the United Service Institution of New South Wales in 1888, the
Royal United Services Institute of New South Wales today is one of seven selfgoverning constituent bodies of the Royal United Services Institute of Australia.
The aim of the Institute is to promote informed debate on, and to improve public awareness
and understanding of, defence and national security. To this end, the Institute:







contributes to the national debate on defence and national security policy;
publishes a highly-respected professional journal;
arranges regular lectures and seminars on defence and national security issues and
occasionally on military history;
organises visits to defence and security establishments;
operates a public library, specialising in defence and security literature dating from
the late 18th century to the current day; and
conducts social and networking functions for members.

The Institute’s rooms and the Ursula Davidson military history Library are on Level 20,
Defence Plaza, 270 Pitt Street, Sydney – very close to Town Hall and Museum railway
stations. Tea/coffee and biscuits are available without charge and members and visitors are
encouraged to use the facilities for reading or research, or just as a base when visiting the
city of Sydney. However, prior to visiting, please contact the Office Manager to arrange
access to the Office. For additional information please visit our website at
www.rusinsw.org.au or call the Office at (02) 9393 2325.
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